a Covalent dopants in semiconducting single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are becoming important as routes for introducing new photoluminescent emitting states with potential for enhanced quantum yields, new functionality, and as species capable of near-IR room-temperature single photon emission. The origin and behavior of the dopant-induced emission is thus important to understand as a key requirement for successful room-T photonics and optoelectronics applications. Here, we use direct correlated twocolor photoluminescence imaging to probe how the interplay between the SWCNT bright E 11 exciton and solitary dopant sites yields the dopant-induced E 11 * emission for three different dopant species: oxygen, 4-methoxybenzene, and 4-bromobenzene. We introduce a route to control dopant functionalization to a low level as a means for introducing spatially well-separated solitary dopant sites. Resolution of emission from solitary dopant sites and correlation to their impact on E 11 emission allows confirmation of dopants as trapping sites for localization of E 11 excitons following their diffusive transport to the dopant site. Imaging of the dopant emission also reveals photoluminescence intermittency (blinking), with blinking dynamics being dependent on the specific dopant. Density functional theory calculations were performed to evaluate the stability of dopants and delineate the possible mechanisms of blinking. Theoretical modeling suggests that the trapping of free charges in the potential well created by permanent dipoles introduced by dopant atoms/groups is likely responsible for the blinking, with the strongest effects being predicted and observed for oxygen-doped SWCNTs.
Introduction
Doping of semiconductor materials is a powerful and tunable means for modulating their optical, electronic, and magnetic properties. Examples of such tunability range across dimensionality from bulk 3-D 1 to low dimensional materials including 2-D quantum wells 2 and layered materials, 3 ,4 1-D nanowires and carbon nanotubes, 5, 6 and quasi 0-D systems, such as quantum dots 7 and substitutionally doped materials like nanodiamonds. 8 Control at the solitary dopant level is becoming increasingly important as a route to opening applications in spin-coupled optics, 7, 8 spin-based devices, singleelectron transistors, and development of non-classical light sources. 9 In particular, the ability of solitary dopants and defect states to introduce atomic-like states directly underlies their potential for creating single-photon emitters. 8, [10] [11] [12] Observation of single photon emission at room-temperature (T) in such defect-based systems recently has been expanded to include 1-D semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). 13 While single photon emission in SWCNTs had been demonstrated previously at cryogenic temperatures, [14] [15] [16] only recently has this behaviour been realized at room-T, resulting from the ability to localize excitons at sp 3 defect centers introduced by low-level covalent functionalization. 13 Introduction of sp 3 defects by covalent functionalization of the SWCNT surface via ozonation 5 (to generate ether or epoxide species) or reaction with aryl diazonium species 6 generates new photoluminescent states that emit from ∼100 meV to as much as 300 meV lower in energy than the lowest energy (E 11 ) SWCNT exciton emitting state. Low-T spectroscopic studies 17 and T-dependent photoluminescence (PL) behavior of oxygen-doped SWCNTs 18 suggests a picture in which efficient diffusion of an optically excited exciton transports it to a dopant site. Deep traps introduced by the dopant then spatially localize the exciton. The associated dopant electronic structure typically leads to a 4-level system with potential for lasing. Furthermore, consequences of the suggested exciton localization include extended PL lifetimes (to 100s of ps), 13, 18 enhanced quantum yields, 5, 6, 18 altered saturation behavior and exciton-exciton annihilation processes. 17, [19] [20] [21] Exciton localization is also a critical requirement for observation of single-photon emission. [14] [15] [16] The trapping potentials associated with the covalent SWCNT dopants have been shown recently to be sufficiently deep for demonstration of single photon emission at room-T. 13 Such a finding opens the possibility of electrically driven emission from the dopant sites and their use as quantum light sources required for quantum information processing at telecom wavelengths, as well as for novel photon sources for a variety of fundamental experiments in quantum optics. Many of the applications envisioned for this new defectbased SWCNT emission will require fine control of doping densities, to the point of introduction of spatially well-isolated and even solitary dopants on individual SWCNTs. Additionally, despite the important consequences for optical behaviors arising from the proposed exciton localization and conversion at dopant sites, such a model is based on indirect behaviors that imply diffusive transport to and localization at these trapping sites. 17, 18 A more direct demonstration of this behavior, however, remains lacking. Furthermore, the observation of single photon emission at room-T from individual dopant sites requires matrix stabilization of dopant-state emission. 13 The sources of emission instability are not yet understood, but must be established in order to design improved matrices for optimizing emission quality and minimizing sources of emission line broadening. Controlling the quality of emission from dopant states is the key to prospective use of functionalized SWCNTs as sensors 22 or single-photon light sources. 13 Here, we demonstrate the ability to introduce single or wellseparated, spatially resolvable few dopants per SWCNT. Such control over dopant density allowed us to implement a correlated 2-color PL imaging technique, with which we image individual dopant sites on ozonated and aryl diazonium functionalized SWCNTs. This probing of the dopant sites and their interaction with E 11 excitons directly demonstrates exciton localization at trap sites following diffusive transport to these sites. Results supporting this model are consistent for both classes of dopants studied here. Finally, we also observe blinking of dopant emission at individual sites. Pairing of observed blinking dynamics with quantum chemical modelling of the dopant sites leads to the conclusion that blinking arises from localized charging events.
Materials and methods

Doped single-chirality SWCNT sample preparation
HiPCo (Rice University, HPR195.3) SWCNTs were dispersed in a 1.04% (w/v) sodium deoxycholate (DOC, AMRESCO, Lot#: 0331C075) solution in nanopure H 2 O (18.3 MΩ cm) by stirring for 1 month at room temperature. 23 Subsequently the suspension was directly chirality sorted for (6, 5) For microscopy, tetramethylorthosilicate (TMOS)/SWCNT gel samples were prepared. 100 μL of the final doped SWCNT solution in 1% (w/v) DOC were thoroughly mixed with 10 μL TMOS (Sigma Aldrich, Lot#: 14628TD). 25, 26 10 μL of this mixed solution were transferred onto quartz cover slips (ESCO optics, R525025) and a second cover slip was placed on top to sandwich the solution. After an average of 2-3 h the gelation progressed enough to stop diffusion of individual SWCNTs and constant imaging conditions could be achieved.
Optical microscope setup and dual color imaging
For dual color imaging, a standard inverted microscope (Olympus X71) equipped with an oil immersion objective (Olympus, UApo N 100×/NA = 1.49) was used. A 705 nm long pass beam splitter (Semrock, FF705-Di01) separates the 568 nm continuous wave laser excitation (Coherent Sapphire 568) from the photoluminescence (PL) emission signal. In order to achieve wide-field illumination the collimated laser output (2 mW before the beam splitter) was focused onto the back focal plane of the objective, resulting in a ∼40 μm 2 uniform excitation region on the sample. The detected PL signal was divided by a 50 : 50 beam splitter (Thorlabs, BSW11) into the two imaging channels, each using a 900 nm long pass filter to further block any residual laser light. After filtering with a 980 nm band pass filter (10 nm FWHM, Thorlabs, FB980-10) the E 11 detection channel was recorded on an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device camera (Princeton Instruments, EMPro 512 × 512 px). For detection of the E 11 * channel the signal was filtered by a 1064 nm long pass (Semrock, 1064 nm Edge Basic) and recorded with a 2 dimensional InGaAs array detector (Princeton Instruments, OMA-V 320 × 256 px). The real-space image size on both detectors was kept equal via focusing the split, collimated PL signal with equivalent lenses ( f = 1000 mm) onto the detectors. Both cameras were externally triggered, thus enabling synchronized recording of image series on both channels with an equal integration time of 1 s per frame. Due to the different camera pixel sizes and resolution the recorded image series were afterwards rescaled and overlaid with ImageJ. 27 
Theoretical modelling
Theoretical modelling of the doped SWCNTs was done using Density Functional Theory (DFT) as implemented in the Gaussian 09 software suite. 28 Atomic structure visualization was done with Avogadro 29 software and contour plots of electrostatic potential were prepared with the XCrysDen 30 package. Calculations were conducted for finite size (6,5) SWCNTs of 1.5 nm and 8 nm length. The SWCNT ends were terminated by hydrogen atoms following ref. 31 and one dopant was added in the middle of the SWCNT. 17 The atomic structure of doped nanotubes in the vicinity of the defects is shown in Fig. S4 (ESI †). Electrostatic potentials were computed for 8 nm long SWCNTs using the B3LYP 32 functional and a minimal STO-3G basis set. Diffusion activation energies were calculated for 1.5 nm long CNTs with the B3LYP model and 6-31G basis set. In the latter case, solvation effects were included in the framework of the Conductor-like Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM), with water as solvent. The diffusion activation energies were evaluated using transition state theory 33 as implemented in Gaussian 09 package. 28 All structures were geometry optimized using DFT with a root mean square force criterion of 10 −5 .
Results and discussion
Single site SWCNT doping and imaging
Achieving single dopant site detection requires SWCNTs to be longer than the spatial resolution limit (500 nm) of the PL imaging system and control of the concentration of dopants to a level of about 1-2 sites per μm of SWCNT length. We studied long (6,5) SWCNTs (μms long) obtained by combining capability for chirality sorting via an aqueous two phase separation route 24, 34, 35 with one enabling the isolation of long SWCNTs, 23 while generating SWCNT systems amenable to a controlled doping protocol. The use of stirred suspensions (as opposed to sonicated SWCNT material) is critical for generating sufficient numbers of nanotubes with lengths exceeding 2 μm within an ensemble also containing many shorter nanotubes. Our data analysis is performed on SWCNTs whose lengths typically range from 2 to 6 μm. Exchange of the separation media to a 1% SDS or 1% SDBS environment allows efficient access to the nanotube surfaces by our reactive dopant species. We monitored the progress of the doping reaction by comparing the E 11 exciton PL emission intensity to that of the dopant emission (designated here as E 11 *), allowing us to choose the point at which the extent of the reaction is halted. The reaction is quenched by pressure filtration of the SWCNT/dopant solution into a 1% DOC matrix. Exchange of SDS or SDBS by DOC at the SWCNT surface provides a surface structure that protects the SWCNT against further access and reaction by the dopants. This provides fine control over the extent of reaction, while permitting use of dopant concentrations that are sufficiently high to ensure rapid functionalization of the nanotubes. To obtain well-separated dopant sites along the SWCNT length, we halt the reaction at a point where the E 11 to E 11 * PL peak intensity ratio approaches ≈3 : 1 to 5 : 1. Fig. 1 shows typical ensemble PL spectra of (6,5) SWCNTs before and after functionalization with MeO-Dz in SDS, for which the E 11 PL peak appears at 985 nm and the E 11 * dopant peak appears at 1120 nm. We note that the E 11 emission intensity for the lightly doped nanotubes is reduced somewhat, compared to that for the undoped sample. This is consistent with some loss in E 11 intensity expected upon doping, 5 even at the low dopant densities applied here. After surfactant exchange into DOC both emission peaks are shifted by ≈5 nm to longer wavelengths. Dopant emission in the cases of oxygen and Br-Dz appears at 1123 and 1132 nm in a DOC surfactant environment, respectively. Additional features in the spectra of both undoped and doped nanotubes appear as a shoulder at ∼1010 nm, a peak at ∼1110 nm, and a weak feature at ∼1200 nm. These correspond to phonon sidebands due to the radial breathing mode, 36 K-momentum dark exciton-phonon coupling, 37 and higherorder combination modes, 38 respectively. Fig. 2 (a-c) shows representative single tube PL images (additional examples given in Fig. S1 ESI †) for each of our three dopants, in which the E 11 * dopant emission (red) is combined with E 11 exciton emission images (green) to form a single spatially correlated PL image. We note that the E 11 * emission appears as isolated emission spots overlaid on the more spatially continuous E 11 emission. Furthermore, spatially correlated emission spectra obtained along the length of individual undoped nanotubes show only E 11 emission features (see Fig. S2(a) , ESI †). However doped SWCNTs show only E 11 emission features in areas at which no dopant sites are found, while E 11 * emission features are obtained only from positions at which dopant emission is observed in our wide-field PL images (see Fig. S2(b) , ESI †). The observation of isolated, resolvable, dopant emission sites demonstrates our ability to functionalize the SWCNTs to the solitary dopant limit and represents the first imaging of such single dopant sites along a SWCNT surface. The appearance of dopant emission at isolated single sites supports the model of the associated sp 3 defects acting as a localized exciton trap. This idea is further supported by directly comparing the spatial behavior of the E 11 * emission with that from the E 11 exciton. Fig. 2(d-f ) displays spatially correlated intensity distributions of the E 11 * (red traces) and E 11 (green traces) PL along the length of the SWCNT examples shown in Fig. 2(a-c) (as determined along the overlaid dashed arrow). For these three examples, the position of maximum E 11 * emission intensity at each dopant site correlates strongly with a collocated minimum in E 11 emission intensity (additional examples given in Fig. S1 ESI †) . We find this correlation is a general behaviour observed for all dopant types, and is observed for every occurrence of dopant emission (with a total sampling over all three dopants of 63 dopant sites across 59 individual tubes sampled). There are additional instances of quenched E 11 emission sites at locations where no E 11 * emission is observed. These cases may occur at sites in which a permanent structural defect exists, thus acting as a nonradiative exciton quenching center. 39 Alternatively, these sites may also be functionalized, but exhibit quenching of the trap-site emission as well, potentially linked to the PL blinking behavior discussed below. Our consistent observation of E 11 intensity loss at all dopant emission sites strongly supports the model of trapping of a photoexcited exciton, accompanied by its conversion to the electronic structure and emission properties associated with a specific sp 3 defect. If instead of this exciton-to-trap site conversion, a direct optical excitation of the dopant emission were to occur, one would instead expect to observe a superposition of dopant emission on a spatially continuous bright emission from E 11 excitons, which is not found. The absence of this behavior argues against direct optical excitation of trap sites being a dominant mechanism for generating the E 11 * emission in our experiments.
Diffusive transport of E 11 exciton to dopant site
Another key aspect of the dopant-emission model is that exciton conversion to the electronic structure and emitting behavior of a dopant site is first preceded by its efficient diffusive transport to and trapping at the site. In order to further consolidate this aspect of our model, the intensity fall-off of the E 11 emission associated with the dopant sites must be shown to be consistent with diffusive transport to the site. To do so, we begin by fitting the PL profiles of E 11 emission for each individual SWCNT with a function based on 1D diffusion, 40 from which we extracted the exciton diffusion lengths. The dopant sites were included in the model as point defect quenching centers which can be described by a double exponential function: 39, 41 
Each defect along the SWCNT axis x SWCNT is defined by a quenching amplitude I 0,defect , its position x defect and an effective quenching range Λ D connected to the exciton diffusion length following the definition of Siitonen et al.:
where D is the exciton diffusion coefficient and τ the intrinsic exciton lifetime.
For the E 11 emission profile modelling, each defect site i quenches the undisturbed PL intensity distribution I SWCNT obtained from the 1D diffusion:
here x SWCNT is the SWCNT axis, y 0 is a dark count correction, I 0 is intensity amplitude of the undisturbed SWCNT emission, L is the physical SWCNT length and l D,left /l D,right are the exciton diffusion lengths for the left and right ends, respectively. In order to represent the experimental detection conditions, the theoretical intensity profile I theo was then convoluted with a Gaussian function approximating the pointspread function (PSF) given by the microscope setup:
The Gaussian width σ is determined by fitting the Gaussian function to every individual intensity profile perpendicular to the SWCNT axis in order to account for any slight defocus and is on average σ = 210 nm. Fig. 3 (a-c) depicts three representative E 11 PL intensity distribution profiles fitted according to eqn. (4) for oxygen (a), MeO-Dz (b) and Br-Dz (c) doped SWCNTs. The model gives excellent fits to the intensity variations observed along the SWCNT lengths and allows extraction of a unique l D associated with each observed quenching site (those associated with emitting E 11 * sites, dark sites, and also including quenching at tube ends). Shown in blue in Fig. 3(d-f ) are histograms of l D values associated with all E 11 * emission sites for each of the three dopants obtained over a large number of individual tubes. We find for these sites an average l D of 200 ± 126 nm. Included in these histograms are l D occurrence rates (in red) obtained for non-emitting sites observed in the same collection of individual SWCNTs, with l D values of 211 ± 129 nm comparing closely to those associated with the E 11 * emitting sites. Additionally, we obtain l D values associated with E 11 quenching at the tube ends (l D,left and l D,right combined), again finding similar results (see Fig. S3 (ESI †) ). Finally, we note that the various l D values obtained for our functionalized SWCNTs are all in close agreement with typical E 11 diffusion length values reported in the literature. [40] [41] [42] The close agreement between the l D values associated with the E 11 * emitting sites and those associated with other types of quenching centers strongly indicates diffusive transport of E 11 excitons to dopant sites as the initial step in the dopant emission mechanism. Thus, the strong spatial correlation between E 11 * emitting sites and E 11 quenching, paired with the l D analysis at dopant sites, gives comprehensive and self-consistent support to the model for excitation and emission from dopant states. This mechanism can now be conclusively described as beginning with optical excitation of E 11 excitons, followed by diffusive transport to dopant sites where the exciton is trapped and adopts the electronic structure introduced by the specific dopant, ultimately associated with the E 11 * emission behavior.
E 11 * point emitters and exciton localization
Trapping of the E 11 * exciton directly implies localization at the dopant site, as suggested by our observation of isolated E 11 * emission spots. To establish such localization quantitatively, we also analyzed the 2-dimensional spatial distribution of light emission from the trap sites. E 11 * emission spots were fitted to 2D Gaussians for every frame in our imaging movies, with results then averaged over all frames for each spot. Values for the Gaussian width along (x SWCNT ) the SWCNT axis and perpendicular to (y SWCNT ) the SWCNT axis (as defined in the inset of Fig. 4(a) are then extracted and plotted against each other (Fig. 4(a and b) ).
Theoretical results 17 give an expectation that localization on the scale of the dopant excited-state wavefunction will be ≈2-5 nm, depending on the exact dopant. In such a case, FWHM(x) should equal FWHM(y). Such an exact correspondence is given as the black dashed line in Fig. 4(a and b) , with the PSF of our imaging system represented by FWHM(y) in these plots. We find the expected correspondence between our imaging resolution and observed lateral intensity spread of the dopant emission along the tube axis. The imaging results thus provide direct evidence for exciton localization at the dopant sites, within the constraints of our diffraction-limited spatial resolution. The above discussion assumes that the observed E 11 * emission spots truly originate from solitary dopant sites. There is, however, a possibility for multiple dopants to exist close enough to each other to be imaged as unresolved emitting sites. We can, however, detect such instances as a result of blinking exhibited by the dopant emission (discussed in full in the next section), equivalent to the approach used in single molecule localization experiments. 43 Two sites separated within the diffraction limit become apparent when one site blinks independently of the other. An example is shown in Fig. 5(a-c) , showing how the individual sites are resolvable when its counterpart blinks off. The accuracy of the position determination via a 2D Gaussian center of mass fit is about ±20 nm for the presented data. 44 We note that in the majority of instances in which an E 11 * emission site is observed, its blinking behavior indicates it is a truly isolated single dopant site. The observed blinking behavior thus provides additional evidence that truly solitary dopant sites can indeed be created on the nanotube surface.
E 11 * blinking dynamics
In acquiring the PL image data, we noted that the dopant emission often fluctuates, blinking between emission On and Off states. Because potential applications require stable emission sources, it is important to understand the origins of the blinking and how its behaviour depends on dopant species and environment. Example PL intensity time traces (red) exhibiting the E 11 * blinking are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) for oxygen and methoxy-aryl dopants, respectively (movies showing blinking examples are available in the ESI †). We note the dopant intensities fluctuate between On and Off states, while E 11 PL intensities (green traces) do not blink. The contrasting E 11 behaviour indicates the E 11 * blinking is localized and solely associated with the dopant site.
Qualitative differences in blinking behaviour occur between the various dopants. In Fig. 6(a) , blinking appears more quickly and more frequently for oxygen dopants, while for the methoxy-aryl (MeO-Dz) species, blinking is slower and less frequent. These differences can be quantified in two ways: we first define a blinking On or Off event for each individual site by determining a center threshold in the intensity histogram. 45 The intensity threshold allows categorization of the On or Off events and determination of their duration, as extracted from time traces for all the observed E 11 * emission spots. A histogram of On times t On for each dopant is shown in Fig. 7(a-c) . The data also allow us to quantify the blinking rate ( Fig. 7(d-f ) ), defined as the number of change events (On-toOff, or vice versa) per a given time window.
Along the MeO-Dz-Br-Dz-oxygen dopant series, E 11 * On times are found to progressively decrease, while across the same series, blinking rates are found to increase. Both trends thus indicate an increase in blinking behaviour as one moves from the MeO-Dz to Br-Dz, to oxygen doped tubes. Presence of the bromyl functionality on the Br-Dz dopant creates a more electron-withdrawing species compared to the MeO-Dz moiety. This trend continues with the oxygen dopant and suggests an influence of a progressively stronger permanent dipole associated with each of the dopants, respectively. The observed trend thus suggests a mechanism of dopant charging via electrostatic attraction as the blinking origin.
To further explore a possible charging mechanism, we performed DFT calculations of the electrostatic potential in doped carbon nanotubes (as described in the Theoretical modelling section). Contour plots of electrostatic potential for cross-sections sliced across the dopant for each type are shown in Fig. 8(a-c) . The plots clearly demonstrate an increasing radial perturbation of the local electrostatic potential in the nanotube across the sequence from MeO-Dz to Br-Dz to oxygen doped structures (Fig. 8(a-c) , respectively). The electrostatic potential of the nanotube is perturbed in the vicinity of the defect, and the magnitude of this perturbation correlates with the strength of the permanent dipole moment associated with the dopant, as well as with the experimentally observed PL blinking behavior. Furthermore, for diazonium species, the perturbation is axially localized near the defect, whereas in ozonated SWCNTs it extends to about 1 nm along the tube axis (see Fig. S6 
The occurrence of such a permanent and increasingly strong electrostatic potential provides a route to increased electrostatic interactions with charged species in solution. The DFT results thus suggest that the dopant acts as an antenna to the environment that attracts external charges. Such charging can significantly enhance non-radiative decay channels, 46, 47 thus providing a mechanism for the blinking behavior.
As a final experimental test of the charging hypothesis, we evaluated the effect on blinking behaviour of increasing the concentration of charged species in the nanotube environment. Specifically, we added hydroxide ions by changing sample pH and obtained blinking statistics at pH values of 8, 9, and 12. On-time and blinking rate histograms are shown in Fig. 9 for each of the pH values. Both metrics of blinking behaviour show that, as pH is increased, blinking behaviour also increases. The results further support our idea that E 11 * blinking originates from localized interactions of dopant sites with charged species.
As an alternative to the charging mechanism, we have also considered the possibility of blinking occurring as a result of dopant migration on the nanotube surface. 39 For the diazonium species this seems unlikely, as breaking of the sole chemical bond to the surface would result in irreversible loss of the dopant. There is, however, some precedence for migration of oxygen species. Electronic structure theory calculations have indicated that epoxide species can efficiently migrate on graphene surfaces under the influence of an electrostatic potential. 48 Our DFT calculations, however, suggest such migration in our system is unlikely, as a result of thermal barriers to the necessary transition states being too high (see Fig. S5 for details, ESI †). We thus conclude that a charging mechanism remains the most likely origin of E 11 * blinking.
Conclusions
These PL imaging studies of solitary dopants have been enabled by developing an ability to efficiently introduce dopants and quench sidewall functionalization at a desired level. Such control over manner and extent of doping is essential for expanding the role covalent dopants are poised to take on as a basis for new SWCNT optical behaviours and related applications. By simultaneously showing the correlated behaviour of E 11 and E 11 * excitons emitting at different wavelengths, correlated two-color PL imaging is able to address several open questions regarding the ultimate mechanism behind generation of E 11 * PL emission. Our direct measurements confirm that conversion of E 11 excitation to E 11 * emission proceeds via initial optical excitation of E 11 , followed by diffusive transport of the exciton to a dopant site where the exciton is trapped and localized. Subsequent E 11 * emission from the dopant site is defined by the electronic structure locally introduced by the dopant. Understanding the observed E 11 * blinking behaviour is essential for controlling emission uniformity. We have shown that the dopant creates a potential well in the electrostatic potential of the nanotube that may trap free charges, thus turning off emission from the dopant sites. The depth of the well correlates with the magnitude of the permanent dipole associated with the defect site and with the experimentally observed blinking dynamics. Our potential maps are suggestive that dopants may be designed that effectively trap the exciton, while limiting perturbation of the associated electrostatic potentials. It is also useful here to contrast the behaviour observed in the dynamic wet-gel environment of these studies with that found in the solid SiO 2 matrix described by Ma et al. 13 that facilitates observation of single photon behaviour.
The dynamic aqueous environment of the wet gel allows the charge exchange behind the PL blinking. In contrast, the fixed, solid-state environment does not, thus stabilizing against blinking. More importantly, the charging mechanism suggests that moving to non-polar, organic environments may be a fruitful route for further stabilization. Polymer matrices such as those demonstrated in recent works by Strauf and coworkers 15, 49, 50 may be promising in this regard.
